Questions/Comments raised during Preliminary Master Plan Proposal Presentation
Date: September 27, 2007
Time: 5:45 pm - 7:45 pm

Campus Organisation

1. Are the newly proposed buildings too densely packed?
2. Do the designs (Dennis Lau’s proposal) involve a new connection from the University Mall to the United College?
3. Why does the proposal (P & T’s proposal) superimpose geometry onto the campus’ natural landscape?
4. What comments do consultants have on the current campus?
5. Would the demolition of Sir Run Run Shaw Hall and building of a cultural complex adjacent to the train station far away from student hostels weaken students’ access to cultural activities (Andrew Lee’s proposal)?
6. Would the proposed changes, to be completed by 2021, be too drastic?

Transportation

1. How does the proposal (Andrew Lee’s proposal) aim to change the current pedestrian / bus-users ratio from 40/60 to 80/20?
2. Does the vehicle-free campus mean that even the Vice Chancellor would use park-and-ride facilities (P & T’s proposal)?

Greeneries/Heritages

1. The landscaped character of the campus should be reinforced.
2. The skyline of Central Mall should be kept.
3. Why isn’t Sir Run Run Shaw Hall - an important location for new students’ orientation, college monthly meetings and regular student activities such as singing contests and drama contests - considered a heritage building to be preserved rather than demolished?

Consultation Process

1. How would consultants convince stakeholders to adopt the proposals?
2. Consultation sessions and communication are important.
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